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Minutes of Committee Meeting, 4th March 2013 
at Louise Longhurst’s 

 
Present: Roger Goddard, Louise Longhurst, Hazel Dean, Ross McLennan, 

David Nicol, 
 
Apologies:  Rupert Parkinson 

 

 

1.   Welcome 

Roger welcomed the new members of the committee. 

 

2.   Matters Arising 

Gareth confirmed it was proposed to send out information regarding FVO’s 6Day day after the 

Trossach weekend. 

 

3.   Correspondence 

It was noted that a cheque had been received from Sports Stirling in respect of the grant 

application put in by Hazel. 

It was noted that LINOC had now folded. The question of Beecraigs arose. David to write to 

SOA.   Action David 

 

4.   Membership 

Roger confirmed that Jen was to take over membership. He would invite her to the next 

committee meeting.  Action Roger 

Jen had been working with Beaconhurst school. Jen would be asked to chase lapsed members 

before the start of the new WEE series, and do a handover from Susan. 

welcomed the new members of the committee. Roger would pass Jen’s ideas around the 

committee.  Action Roger 

Hazel had had an enquiry from Mike Cantley of Event Scotland. To pass to Jen. Action Hazel 

 

5.   Development Plan 

Needs updated so that we can renew our Charter Club status. Hazel to pass round the current 

version, and will do a revised draft for next meeting. Action Hazel 

 

6.   Finance 

Looking for ways to leverage our moneys to pay for new mapping – perhaps Sport for All. 

Financial position will be clearer after the Trossachs. Ask Jason if he has a plan. A revision of 

Dumyat was specifically discussed. Roger to ask Jason for mapping plan for next meeting. 

   Action Roger 

7.   Events 

March now well under control. Staff at Tulliallan had been very very helpful. Traders would 

have hard standing. At the Trossachs, the car parking field had now dried out, planning was 

complete. There would be a “Trail O” event on the way to the start.. There was a need for a 

PA for the events. Hazel to see if a grant could be available. Action Hazel 

Ross to procure.  Action Ross 

 



 

 

Jason now progressing August events. FVO Fab at Forty. Map needed updated; event could be 

promoted at Trossachs and the Six Days. David to print some flyers for distribution at the 

Trossachs.  Action David 

 

Committee noted Jon’s email re the Castles event in Autumn 2014 – Balmoral, Stirling and 

Edinbrugh. 

 

WEE event. Happy with the events, but proposed that the last event should be at Abbey Craig. 

Perhaps a revised format with a Score Event (with the score not counting to the league) with a 

mass start at 6pm, so that the prizes could be given out at 7pm. Could be in the park or the 

small hall at Logie Kirk. Single set of prices £3 for adults/ £1.50 for under 21s. Later start 

time – 5.30 till 7pm. Roger to donate a trophy. Need to update info re membership, and what 

to do. Roger to refer to Peggy and Jen. Action Roged 

 

Night events going OK. 

 

Training for the autumn – consider later. 

 

Roger to consider an appointment for ‘head coach’ to take over from Jason. So far he had had 

one refusal.  Action Roger 

 

8.   Socials 

No immediate plans. But need to plan what to do on last night of the WEE. 

 

9.   Equipment 

Suggestion from Will that we build up and refurbish our SI stock. 

Plans for PA already discussed. 

Louise would look at the possibility of new tops. Action Louise 

 

10.   Next Meeting 

 

Monday 13
th
 May at 7.30  at Rogers 


